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Abstract:

Bubbles are always perceived to represent the best in food and drink. Their presence and characteristics have dominated our perception of the quality of bread, champagne, ice creams, and let’s not forget the good olde beer! In recent years, there has been a constant flow of new bubble containing snack foods into our supermarkets – whipped cream, chocolate, wafers, cakes, meringues, extruded snacks and sparkling drinks - all of which have very novel structures and are perceived to offer lighter alternatives in terms of calories, and are also associated with luxury. Most products manage to gain a positive market image by highlighting bubbles.

Despite widespread practice, the science underpinning the formation of bubble containing food structures, especially the link between processing conditions and dispersion (or foam) quality. This talk will aim to enhance the profile of this rather neglected food processing operation. Using real but adequately characterised examples, principally, chocolate and milk, the talk will present experimental data on bubble-hold up and bubble size distributions deduced from X ray tomography and confocal laser scanning microscopy. The relationship between operating variables, biochemical determinants, and foam properties and stability, will be explored in the case of milk.